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TRADESHIFT Partners With Verbella CMG to Offer
SAP Content Management Solutions to Users
The Associated Press

TRADESHIFT, a platform for all your business interactions, announced they have
formed a partnership with Verbella CMG -- a leader in SAP Content Management
Solutions.
TRADESHIFT and Verbella combine to provide a complete AP automation solution to
their joint customers.
Through the partnership, current TRADESHIFT customers will benefit from Verbella's
deep experience and connectivity with SAP, their unique AP Ledger, and the
financial solutions they make possible. Meanwhile, TRADESHIFT, which is free for
suppliers and boasts industry leading onboarding rates, provides a multi-channel einvoicing solution to Verbella's customers.
"The principles on which TRADESHIFT was built lend it to partnerships like the one
we are forming with Verbella. By providing an open platform for trading partners to
interact on, TRADESHIFT has created an incredible springboard where suppliers and
buyers can easily integrate and enhance their current processes with as little heavy
lifting as possible," commented TRADESHIFT Chief Executive Officer, Christian
Lanng. "We are always happy to work and partner with companies that are experts
in their field and that share our goal of providing enhanced value to our joint
customers," he continued.
"Verbella is truly excited to have created a partnership with TRADESHIFT,"
commented Kevin Shaw, VP of Sales at Verbella. "Our SAP customers have been
asking for more cloud based Solutions and TRADESHIFT has the delivery platform
that can handle the demanding needs of an SAP environment."
The partnership will also allow Verbella customers access to the extensive
capabilities of the entire TRADESHIFT platform including financial solutions,
application development and their vast network of users.
About TRADESHIFTTRADESHIFT provides the platform for your business interactions,
connecting companies of all sizes to integrate any function from invoicing to
workflow with greater efficiency.
Launched in 2010, TRADESHIFT is used by over 150,000 companies across 190
countries. Businesses on the TRADESHIFT platform include the National Health
Service (NHS), French Government, Kuehne+Nagel, MITIE and Vestas.
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TRADESHIFT was awarded Best Enterprise at The TechCrunch Europa awards and
Most Innovative Solution by Financial-I. TechCrunch also recognized it for "Kicking
Ass Globally."
TRADESHIFT Inc is a global business, headquartered in San Francisco with offices in
Copenhagen, London, Frankfurt and Amsterdam.
Find out more at http://tradeshift.com
About VerbellaVerbella is a one stop for SAP Content Management experts. Verbella
provides turnkey software, services, mobile and hardware Solutions, which
maximize existing investments in SAP.
Verbella's experienced consultants have decades of SAP experience with document
imaging, OCR, document management, workflow, content migrations and business
process improvement across all business areas of your enterprise including AP, AR,
HR and Customer Service.
Along with Verbella's SAP experience, they offer scalable Solutions that automate
document intensive processes tied to other ERP, CRM, mailroom and legacy
software applications.
Press Contact Peter Adams Public Relations Manager
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